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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT: CREATING
NEXT GENERATION RESILIENCE

SUMMARY

ACTION ITEMS.

Experts recognized the region for
successful implementation of
StormSense. This groundbreaking
software helps predict localized
flooding based on rising sea levels.
The software uses sensors,
historical information and big data
analytics to offer prioritization of
fastest and most impacted areas.










Build on the success of StormSense, look for other hazards to apply the logic
to and expand to other flooding events.
Use StormSense to pre-plan sophisticated evacuation techniques, relocation
needs, and staging requirements.
All-hazard response planning should be used to identify and close gaps.
Continue improving the radio communication network.
Creating and maintaining robust GIS layers while focusing on tools and
opportunities for collaboration and sharing will result in a unified visualization
platform for response.
Integrate the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) into both the planning
and response phases of emergency management to increase situational
awareness and clearly identify response needs. When deploying the UAVs
for response, equip them with body heat sensors to improve responder
safety and quickly locate evacuees.
Consider adding external data to improve model reliability and explore big
data relationships creating predictions beyond sea level rise. Use
gamification to incentivize community data collection and collaboration with
local business owners.
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OPEN DATA: USING TECHNOLOGY TO
INFORM AND ENGAGE CITIZENS

SUMMARY

ACTION ITEMS

The breakout session focused on
how organizations can share and
work with open data, emphasizing
the need for interoperability,
innovation and collaboration.
People are looking for more ways to
liberate data so they can meet
expectations for transparency and
achieve greater insights with the
vast amounts of information we
collect and manage in our City
every day.









Open data relies on an integrated data exchange (IDE). Developing
.
an integrated data approach that would allow one-stop identification
for multiple purposes. This approach could also help draw innovators
to the City by providing an easy way to test apps that show promise.
Develp new products and services that help City and Community
leaders make more informed and responsive decisions. Utilize
creative innovations to stimulate efficiency, effective engagement and
econmomic development.
Focusing on the success of StormSense, the City should consider
developing an app for roadway flooding that could also include realtime flood levels but also lead to other information dissemination.
Consider enabling fixed street infrastructure such as bus stops or
phone booths to be used as Wi-Fi hubs, further enabling the use of
Newport News provided applications and improving equity as it
pertains to the digital divide. This approach may also identify
revenue models the city can use to offset costs.
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PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS:
INVESTMENT FOR A SMART CITY

SUMMARY

ACTION ITEMS.

The group discussed successful
P3 deployments including the
“how and why” to effectively
solicit private capital interest in
smart city technology, successful
financing models, grant
availability, collaboration and
attendant economic
development. The group also
discussed successful project
paradigms, financial models,
services provided and the value
to the citizenry and industry in
improving quality of life and
making work, travel and leisure
more efficient and available.










Value add to municipalities and private industry from construction of a
fiber optic network. Identify the business case for fiber optic
deployment.
Initial platform for deployment, private revenue from leased use and
sharing of the network (water/sewer service, transportation, etc.).
Identify public assets that can be leveraged to market to a P3
concessionaire.
Research legislative and public policy issues to determine legality in
Virginia of leasing public assets for private revenue gain and ability to
locally revenue share.
Research and identify private companies building P3 data networks.
Brainstorm public and private success metrics for revenue share,
public service, and enhancement by deployment of a fiber optic
network.
Prioritize cybersecurity by identifying and engaging the public on
security concerns and means and methods to mitigate.
Establish a working group of Newport News stakeholders that can
identify “low hanging fruit” to pursue and win grants.
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PUBLIC SAFETY: THE FUTURE OF
PUBLIC SAFETY

SUMMARY
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Approximately 45 people attended
the Public Safety Breakout session.
Focus centered on topics previously
identified in the Smart City Initiative
Feasibility Study Final Report,
dated July 2016. Topics included
discussion on: Aggregated Video,
Next Gen911, Opioids, PulsePoint,
Building and Infrastructure incident
response and a new area of
concern, Traffic & Congestion
Management. From a public safety
perspective there were several
NNFD, Chief level officers. A senior
planning manager represented the
Newport News Police Department.
Various participants from public and
private stakeholders offered
solutions ideas.














Deploy technology to better leverage all of the video feeds the city has access to in
order to provide first responders better, more complete information as they arrive on
scene. Participants discussed how officers should be able to get any available, helpful
video on their mobile devices, on demand.
Explore the use of GIS tools and public engagement strategies to provide emergency
responders with accurate floor plans of structures. Plans currently available to
emergency responders can be significantly out of date. Participants suggested building
digital floor plans during annual fire inspections, rather than relying on building permits.
Improve public engagement by leveraging opportunities such as the PulsePoint app,
which connects those who know CPR with those who urgently need it. The break-out
group participants suggested the city consider an educational campaign.
Data Analysis - Sharing of data analysis capabilities across city departments. The PD
has a robust collection and analysis function for crime analysis and reduction, while
the FD does not utilize data analysis for proactive programs in the city. Use link
analysis to develop common goals for public safety and resource allocation.
Develop a Traffic Safety Working Group to address ongoing traffic congestion
mitigation strategies, incident pre-planning and technologies to address safe
intersections and motorist safety.
Review current and future training needs associated with the transition to NextGen
911.
Explore the procurement and use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in the city for
public works, public safety, and other applications.
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ACTION ITEMS

SUMMARY
The break-out session focused on
the root causes of the city’s
congestion issue — a problem that
session participants report has
negatively impacted retail sales and
economic development in the city’s
core, and has slowed the police and
fire response during certain times of
the day. Participants agreed the
congestion largely stems from the
work schedule of one very large
employer and that it is not feasible
to stagger shift times. The city’s
road infrastructure is also
essentially built-out, constrained by
geography.







Financial
o Optimize existing data uses by creating a data architecture
avoiding redundancy.
o Once the data architecture is created and an integrated data
exchange implemented, use a data driven approach to make
financial decisions on projects and solutions.
Mobility
o Use new methods and cross-sector data analysis to analyze
and reduce congestion crippling the area, particularly when
there are special events and during shift times
ingress/egress.
o Use transportation systems management and operations
(TSM&O) and a Complete Streets philosophy to conduct
scenario workshops for special events, weather events, shift
work, and others.
Infrastructure
o Both physical and virtual infrastructure is important, use a
strategy that includes the internet of things approach to
monitoring changes in infrastructure health that lead to
preventative maintenance and extended infrastructure life
span.
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SMART UTILITIES: TRANSFORMING
URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE

SUMMARY
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This session took on the theme of
“transforming urban infrastructure”
by discussing greater opportunities
for citizen engagement and
improved understanding of trends
across different areas of the
system. Participants also
highlighted opportunities for
conservation and capture,
especially in the water area.













Develop opportunities to collaborate with others in the region to plan for grid
modernization at the city level.
Create a common portal for all utilities on a per customer basis to allow for total
awareness of energy and resource use trends at the individual level.
Use gamification to smooth utility bills and identify opportunities for contribution and
use reduction.
Create a campaign to raise customer awareness and improve their experience.
Fully integrate remote meter reading to reduce intrusion and resources needed to
acquire data.
Educate citizens on how to budget energy use as part of their personal financial
planning. Utilize existing environmental conservation and sustainability groups to start
the education process.
Develop a joint-regional plan that emphasizes and prioritizes renewable energy
sources.
Develop a program and incentive for capturing and using rain water to offset demand.
Commit to a goal of basing budget planning on usage on a City level.
As part of a big data strategy, incorporate machine learning and IoT clustering to
improve system performance and identify vulnerabilities and risk in the system.
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